Create, rehabilitate and diversify secondary channels
Create/rehabilitate wetlands
Tributary enhancement
Augment aquatic connectivity with the floodplain
Enhance terrestrial habitat

Improve recreational access
 Enhance main channel habitat diversity
 Restore and diversify floodplain water bodies

Project List
AR1: Tamm Bend
AR2: Wright’s Point & Tamm Bend
AR3: Island 25 Bend
AR4: Behind Island No. 21
TN11AR5: Ashport Gold dust Dikes
TN12AR46: Kate Aubrey Towhead
AR7: Island No. 30
AR8: Lookout Towhead
AR9: Dean Island Landing
AR10: Corona Lake
AR11: Brandywine Chute
AR12: Redman Point Bar
AR13: Loosahatchie Bar
TN32AR14: Mosquito Lake Complex
AR15: Engineer’s Bar
AR16: Cat Island
AR17: Porter Lake Dikes
AR18: Basket Bar
AR19: Commerce Dikes / Rabbit Island
AR20: St. Francis Dikes
AR21MS15: Prairie Point
AR22: Montezuma Towhead
AR23: Kangaroo Point
AR24MS18: Horseshoe Lake
AR26MS20: Island 63
AR25MS19: Island 62
AR27: Island 64
MS86AR61: Jackson-Sunflower Cutoff
AR30: Mellowood Lake
AR28MS22: Sunflower Dikes
AR32: Below Ludlow Dikes
AR29MS24: Sherman Chute
AR31: DeSoto Lake
AR33: Head of Isl 69/Below Knowlton
AR34: Island 69 Dikes
AR35: Henrico Dikes
AR36: Victoria Bend
AR37: Montgomery Towhead
AR38: Lake Beulah
AR39: Swan, Deep & Ozark Lakes
MS87AR62: Cauk Cutoff
AR40: Chicot Landing
AR41: Old River
AR42: Point Comfort
AR43: Lake Paradise
MS88AR63: Ashbrook - Tarpley Cutoff
AR45: Point Chicot and Bachelor Bend
AR44: Tarpley Cutoff
AR46: Leland Bar
AR47: Leland and Whiskey Chutes
AR48: Beaver Lake
AR49: Lake Lee
AR50: Lake Port Towhead
AR51: Lake Port Reconnection
AR52: Walnut Point
AR53: Oakes
AR60: Comfield and Moon Chutes
AR54: Matthews Bend
AR55: Kentucky Bend / Island 86
AR56: Leota Dikes / Carolina Chute
AR57: Island 88
AR58: Lower Cragcraft
AR59: Island 89 & Gassoway Lake